Samac relentless growth
The company with seat in Vobarno, Vallesabbia valley, production motor with high
technology, continues his lucky path of expansion and looks for qualified collaborators.
Thanks to the initiatives and the technical
creativity of Commercial Engineering and Marketing and
to the technical and management skills of Designers,
Project Managers and Commissioning technicians, the
Vobarno company is receiving a growing recognition from
worldwide leaders of the Automotive sector and not only in
a more and more global market (recently the company has
also acquired a multi-year job order from a US company).
After the doubling of the production area occurred
at the end of 2017, Samac is further extending the
production surface adding an area of 3200 sq.m., planning
the next future on solid bases of acquired multi-year
projects, in the meantime operating an accurate search for
talented collaborators to be integrated in its structure.
Not only designers and mechatronic expert
technicians, but also recently graduated engineers and
technicians from technical institutes are the focus of this
expansion plan that can count on a continuous training in
high technology paths, through the daily comparison with
technical staff of leading companies in highly innovative
sectors.
Electric motors, electric pumps and, in general, electrified
components in the Automotive and Home automation sectors
are only some of the products for which the Vallesabbia
company is engineering and manufacturing assembly and
testing lines, which are more and more characterized by
Industry 4.0 features like the predictive maintenance,
self-adaption of the processes, interconnection with the
customer management systems, the use of the augmented
reality and the management of data through cloud.
The company has received a big drive in the last years, also thanks to the collaboration of
Mrs. Elisabetta Vaglia to the father Valentino, founder of the company.
Creativity and technological innovation.
Training and continuous update.
Direct contact with engineers of the most important global players.
Do not lose the opportunity to start a path in the most fascinating job of the world.
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